Developer Candidate Platform

Find, qualify and
engage developers
… based on their proven, validated and

WWW.CODERSRANK.IO

ranked technological experience

How You’ll get unfair advantage in developer hiring
Discover 100 million
developers who are
not even registered
to LinkedIn or other
regular channels

+

Reach 40%+ response rate
by laser-focused
outreaches in our viraly
growing community of
460,000 + developers
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500 +

Hired Developers
by the Platform

Recognize the top talents
& rising stars from
18,7 million + always
up-to-date code-based
ranked profiles

Our Developer Userbase by Data
340,000+ 16,000+
GLOBAL SUM OF EVALUATED DEVELOPERS
AND REGISTERED JOBSEEKERS

Developers from Europe

460,000+
Registered Jobseekers

54,000+

Growth Every Month

1,000+

Growth Every Month

40,000+

406,000+
Evaluated Developers

Check All Developers Data

How do we provide your ROI
ENTERPRISE ROI CALCULATION

<> Comparable 360-degree CVs
Find your best matches the easiest way!

<> Ranked by tech-stack
Connect with the world’s TOP developers & Rising Stars!

<> Job interest & salary needs provided
Reach out only to relevant candidates!

<> Based on real coding experience
Hire faster by skipped interview rounds

<> Always up-to-date profiles
Hire more by 24,14% response rate!

Nr. of directly available compared
& ranked developers
Hired developers from Codersrank
Value / hire
*calculated with 1/3 of the standard hiring fee (7%)

and an annual developer salary of €55,000

Total value
Annual CodersRank Cost
Calculated cost per hire

Check Our Packages

ROI

460,000+
100

€3,850
€385,000

€89,000
€890
= 1.6 % of. dev. Salary

~432%

What makes us different?
(as a general Platform)

(as Developer Candidate Platform)

...outdated developer profiles,
providing low response-rate

specialized on developers
most accurate high-quality profiles

1,000,000+
100 / 1
8%

58,200+ registered & 18,7M+
evaluated
5/1
80%

QUANTITY:
Nr. of developer profiles
Recruiter / developer ratio
% of Jobseekers from the registered developers
̶

̶

̶

QUALITY:
Professional experience validated by connected code
Job preferences (job seeker status, salary expectation, etc.)
Always up-to-date profiles based on full digital footprint
Direct access to full digital footprint & additional social profiles
Developer comparison (ranking, leaderboard)
Soft skill evaluation
̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

Yes, Only on CodersRank
Coming soon

RESPONSE RATE:
Direct contact via multiple channels, inc. personalized emails
Avg. response rate
̶

̶

4 - 6%

12 - 40%

̶

̶

̶

ADDITIONAL COLLECTED DATA:
Developer’s dream job preferences
Salary requirements
Culture fit testing

Coming soon

References

„The most efficient tool that we use to find secret talents

“ Finding great talent in the IT world is a nightmare. Every company walks

that are unaccessible otherwise is CodersRank. It has

through the same circle – LinkedIn, career pages, Facebook shares etc.

worked like magic, to greatly increase our response rate.”

CodersRank helped us to think outside of the box and go on a totally
different approach. That worked. “

FORTUNE 500 FINANCE COMPANY

GLOBAL INDUSTRY-LEADER NETWORKING COMPANY

Interested to learn even more?

Do You have Questions?
Book a demo with our Enterprise Partner Relations Executive, Petra!

Book a demo

Petra Halasz-Keri
ENTERPRISE PARTNER RELATIONS EXECUTIVE
petra.halaszkeri@codersrank.io | +36 20 504 99 97

Do You want to check our developers’ quality ?
Check how many of our developers are relevant for closing Your
positions, without any commitment.

Get Trial License

